Resources for Nurturing your Body,
zºº Mind & Spirit
Customize the Bible to your personality.
Beautiful illustrations, with both lined
and blank margins, allow for a wide variety
of creative uses. 9781629990927
$29.99 $24.99

55%
off

Interior

A daily devotional featuring Prince’s
insight and teaching with Scriptural
declarations. 9781603740678
$21.99 $9.97

Understand the different types of fasts,
how to’s, menus, recipes, and strategic
fasting guidelines. 9781629989594
$24.49 $19.99

Sale Ends February 25, 2017

NEW

NEW

This is not a diet book. The inspiring
story of the authors’ own journey from
obesity to vibrant health. 9781629990996
$21.99 $17.99

How to “be deliciously healthy” by
learning the proper way to cleanse
your body of toxins and feeding it
with raw foods. 9781629989105
$21.99 $17.99

NEW

A devotional for 18-30
year olds. Each day, focus
on a single word to teach
you about God and daily
relationship with Him.
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9781577997627

$13.49 $11.99

A defense o
against mo
of atheism,

97814555691

$31.50 $26

End your day by gaining a
deeper understanding of God’s
nature, and developing a more
intimate relationship with the
Holy Spirit. 9781629989655
$22.99 $18.99

Start your mornings right with a
blend of Scriptures and quotes from
well-known Christian leaders.

9780883687185

$14.99 $6.97

54%
off

5 books in 1.
A more comprehensive look at the
possible culprits behind your weight
gain and inflammation. 9781629989495
$24.49 $19.99
How to choose the best supplements
and dosages, and recognize harmful
and expensive ingredients to avoid.
9781629987637

$24.49 $19.99

NEW
Jan 10

nderstand how God turns tragic
tances into something beautiful
is glory, and see God at work in
the most unlikely of places.
9781629991634

$20.49 $17.49

of the absolute claims of Christ
odern belief in the “secular gods”
, scientism, relativism, and more.
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Maximize the quality of your quiet time with God
with easy-to-follow steps and thought-provoking
questions. 9781629990774
$14.99 $12.49
Essentials about who God is, who
we are, and how with Him we can
fulfill our destiny. 9781455570409
$20.99 $17.99

Practical strategies to help you
successfully begin your personal
journey into renewed health with
measurable results. 9780768410846
$22.99 $18.99

NEW

Cahn, author of The Harbinger, takes you on a journey
of divine revelation through ancient Scriptures, and the
answers to man’s age-old questions. 9781629991061
$16.99 $14.99

NEW

Now you can practically
apply the daily mission, Scriptures,
and insights from The Book of Mysteries
to your life. 9781629991306
$22.99 $18.99

$4.97

46 richly detailed, full-page designs paired with
prayer journaling pages. 9781629990903
$14.99 $12.49

Stay encouraged with these perpetual calendars.
Each contains a specific verse and message to
uplift your day. Cross 9780976233831
Heart 9781933786278
$6.99

Sale Ends February 25, 2017

Product availability will vary from store to store.
Prices subject to change without notice. Doorcrashers available while quantities last.

